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What the new age keeps doing is they ascribe some strange importance to just about everything, and they have this strange belief that your diet may or may not advance you, and likewise, that if you do something will have DISASTROUS consequences.

If you eat a hunk of meat also, rest reassured, no kundalini will ever come to you. Also, if you are not a full Vegan, the broccoli Gods will vindicate you, and you will have no power or something. The reality is that none of this matters more than...actual spiritual practice.

Healthy living helps only insofar one is doing spiritual practice. If not, healthy living and drinking green juice is only just a meme and will not contribute to one’s spiritual advancement, but only in some cases menial well-being and nothing else.

This is not to understate the importance of good diet etc., but just by having a specific diet or choosing not to touch one’s penis for the rest of eternity will not make you spiritually capable. If anything, it may render you spiritually useless and totally unhealthy.

One must be after health, and not trying to ascribe by unnatural rules created by people who almost die of starvation somewhere in the desert and consider the fact they see cheeseburgers or Zion as a holy and divine experience, because indeed it is not.

All their saints are literally dead husks as we can observe, devoid of life and in many cases one slap away from literally death. While to any sensible people this should be self proving that there is no spirituality in this, the sickly, the damned, and the retarded, are taken as holy in our civilization because of how distanced we have become from nature.

Back in the times where nature was superior, a fine ass or a powerful body, or at least a proportionate one was considered divine.

The New Age is filled with dumb contradictory statements. For one, they say, that your diet is so overly important, and what you ingest, but they do copious amounts of weed, dangerous drugs, and anything that literally knocks an elephant over. Then they see disney in their mind because their brain is biochemically unbalanced, and they go nuts from this or schizoid, but hey, do only eat raw organic eggs or something.

Clearly these people have no idea what it is to be spiritually aware. Being a mentally shot cow that sits down on tranquillizers isn't more of a spiritual experience as when Kanye West went batshit on stage and had to be hospitalized. Kanye West
later remarked how due to all tranquillizers, he felt his ego shrinking. Deep experience? Not really. Just a hallucinating brain on tons of drugs.

The New Age is as stupid as to believe that all the problems with visual sight or our consciousness is also a physical issue, what they ascribe to fluoridation of the water and so forth. This is only partially true. The point of the problem is not the fluoride, if anything, it creates problems, as having dirt on your skin makes you feel itchy. But this does not impede you from moving your hand around, it just makes everything considerably more difficult.

However, they have created a meme about how the above "Reduces your DMT production" and this is where the CIA plan to get people drugged like pigs comes in. The New Agers give people strange diets (at a high price) to detoxify the pineal gland, and then comes Joe Rogan to tell them to take DMT and shit their own pants as this is going to be a very great experience.

Then people see disney cartoons and believe they are enlightened because they did Fresco's diet, Diarrhea inducing mushrooms, and listened to Joe Rogan's podcast. DMT is also unrelated to the actual spiritual functions of the pineal gland, and by what people report of this crap, it's all at best an extended dreaming state, and a state in which people see their own bullshit, ie, provides no spiritual awareness.

But it provides money to drug dealers, makes the CIA happy to test drugs on innocents, and makes jews happy to wreck people through this, and of course makes liberal fatties feel suddenly enlightened because they saw batman in during their DMT trip. So everyone is satisfied except of me and probably you, and people who seek to actually make spirituality work.

What the above can be parallelized with is what one does to defunct organ, but this does not restore a function of it. Even worse, it's all unverified as to what actually this gland does. So idiots are like drug it up and find later, who cares. Indeed, DMT may actually reverse the progress of said gland and ultimately destroy it, as female ovaries or male testes may under-function while they are provided external testosterone or estrogenic compounds. And this is the best case scenario. The worst case is that it literally just fries the organ as a foreign chemical that is put into it to just ruin it, like fastly and directly accelerated fluoride.

I also refrain in silence from said subjects as they can be strange to understand, but the metaphysical vibration of the DMT drugs is also antithetic to the metaphysical tuning and vibration of an actually properly working pineal gland. This is an astral observation however, but what this means is that on the actual chakra, what drug use does, is detrimental, and can set it extremely out of sync. Generating self delusions and/or permanent insanity, but not of the clinical type. We can just say astral reality blindness.

The reality of the pineal gland is that it's an organ, but it is an organ that have functions we have relinquished using, primarily dealing around visualization. As if
one puts a blindfold and keeps it there for 10 years, the eyes will naturally develop atrophy and even blindness. Eventually after 20 or 30 years, the eyes may completely shut down and shrink, and one may go completely blind. Organs that are not used are in general discarded or put in a limited energy mode by the body, and this is nutritional.

Likewise, changing diets, complaining about fluoride, and the related, does really only 5 or 10% of the work in restoration of the pineal gland. The 90% rest is to use it like an organ for visualization, sight, and meditating on the 6th chakra. The situation of strange diets is that they are so ineffective, that essentially, you can eat MacDonalds all day, and if you meditate and do what you need to be doing spiritually, your pineal gland will still work under the weight of the stupidity of eating only MacDonalds, if you work on it.

As for your heart it may bring a heart failure at 20, but this is another subject which is a material one. The above hyperbole is to explain that doing strange diets isn't going to get your gland going or your chakras better, anymore than actually doing yoga or meditating on them. They only help or impede within the context of general health of the body, but there are no magical diets.

Even habitual consumption of fluoride in water, will not be enough to poison or topple a properly working pineal gland, no matter what. Also, removing said strains or buying strange diet books isn't going to help either. But focus is put on these as hindus and new agers like to be pointlessly spiritual, and therefore focused solely on gross materialism.

The above creates New Agers and other ignoramuses who are essentially drugged, stupid, or put spinach juice from their asshole or in neti, and assume that they are now very spiritual because they did so, but they are not. Their grotesque materialism is haunting them, and nothing of this is really spiritual. It's all marketing.

Most of the function of the "Gland" itself is also in how it operates astrally, a situation which requires astral rectification and opening of the mind, but also purification by the serpent fire, but also a proper calibration of the soul in order to use it, so one no longer is plagued by deception.

The metaphysical effect of drugs is far more detrimental in this regard than in the solely physical problems they cause. The physical problems can go away by stopping them, but the above may remain and need to be worked on seriously until they are removed, and this is the hardest part, the subtler problems. This is why most of these people are just loonies who see useless giant goblins speaking to them in the astral and singing Eminem's latest single or something.

Since the above is especially useful to people in power and those in India who know a few things but would rather deceive millions to maintain their own status, they keep the lie going and modern "Spirituality" is in all respects worse than gross materialism. Gross materialism at least has no illusions in regards to one's level of development, and they are not stuck in a self-perpetual loop of thinking they are so
divine just because they smile and they promote universalist garbage values, while drinking jungle man beetle juice. And that is totally gross materialism, worse than gross materialism.

Since these people do not want people to seriously advance, they have extrapolated the causes of spiritual damnation away from the enemy, and away from the obvious LACK OF SPIRITUAL PRACTICE, into bullshit reasons such as diet, or if you jacked off the other night, which are small and totally nonsensical reasons.

The curses of jews, mass spiritual ignorance, people not meditating at all through generations thanks to christianity and jewish bastardization of our races and spiritual practice, and natural laws of how "What is not used is obliterated" by nature (affecting spiritual abilities as well), are at work here, and the issues are deeper. If anything fluoride water and the related are only icicles on the bigger iceberg. Drinking green juice or washing your nose with a pot isn't going to change any of this either.

If one wants to make use of the 6th Chakra or the Pineal Gland, one has to meditate on it both as an individual chakra but also as part of the greater whole of the soul. Otherwise, no juice, no drug and nothing will open it up or make it properly useful.
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